Viega products are designed to be installed by licensed and trained plumbing and mechanical professionals who are familiar with Viega products and their installation. Installation by non-professionals may void Viega LLC’s warranty.

Do not remove factory packaging until ready to install fittings.

1. Select the desired mounting orientation for the Fire Sprinkler Bracket based on the construction type present. See Viega Fire Sprinkler Manual for more detailed mounting instructions.

2. Remove the bracket cover and any plastic wrapping from the fire sprinkler adapter.

3. Attach fire sprinkler head to fire sprinkler adapter according to manufacturer’s instructions.

4. Place the fire sprinkler adapter into the bracket as shown.

5. Ensure the fire sprinkler adapter is fully inserted into the bracket before installing the bracket cover.

6. Place the bracket cover onto the locking lugs.

7. Turn the cover clockwise 1/8th of a turn until it snaps into place.

8. Verify the cover sets flush with the installed fire sprinkler adapter and is square with the bracket.

9. Square off tubing to proper length. Uneven, jagged or irregular cuts will produce unsatisfactory connections.

10. Insert PureFlow Press fitting with attached sleeve into tubing and engage fully.

11. Ensure full tubing insertion at view holes in attached press sleeve. Full insertion means tubing must be completely visible in at least two view holes and partially visible in the one.


13. Close handles, using trigger to reduce grip span if desired.

14. Extend handle and continue ratcheting until automatic tool release occurs at proper compression force.

15. Turn screw for emergency release.

**WARNING!**

The connection is not leakproof when the tool has been opened by emergency release.